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The Help Section Series: Windows Repair-All VersionsWindows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7,
Windows 8, and Windows 8.1Paying for your computer repair is about to become a thing of the
past! Information is power and all too often, I hear about people getting ripped off by these so-
called computer repair facilities. I mean wouldn't you want to know that most of the services the
professionals use are right at your fingertips? I know I would. It would be a total bummer if your
computer starts to act up right when you are researching something....in the middle of the night!
The Help Section covers many of the tips and tricks I use to remedy slow moving, virus infected,
and junked up computers that will essentially return any computer to full speed. Repair all
versions of Windows from XP through Windows 8.1 plus how to remove passwords if you get
locked out. Also, this must have eBook contains all steps, by computer model, on how to restore
your computer to factory default condition just like when you first purchased it. Information
included within this eBook: how to remove passwords step by step (with illustrations), tips,
Windows 7 OS boot disks (works on all versions of Windows 7), reset and restore Windows 8
and 8.1, anti-virus software links, photos and graphics. I will take you from the start up of your
Desktop or Laptop all the way through stopping the sluggish behavior of your PC.This is a must
have book for the D.I.Y person that cares about not wasting money and learning a new trade, if
needed. When you are finished with this very simple lesson you will come away with the valuable
knowledge of how to fix any Windows computer and the benefit of knowing what the pros know!
Everything that we are going to provide for you will be absolutely free (except the cost of this
book).REQUIREMENTS: Windows Operating SystemThis book covers all versions of Windows.

Praise for Practical Malware Analysis“The book every malware analyst should keep handy.”--
Richard Bejtlich, CSO, Mandiant & Founder of TaoSecurity“An excellent crash course in
malware analysis.”--Dino Dai Zovi, Independent Security Consultant“. . . the most comprehensive
guide to analysis of malware, offering detailed coverage of all the essential skills required to
understand the specific challenges presented by modern malware.”--Chris Eagle, Senior
Lecturer of Computer Science at the Naval Postgraduate School“A hands-on introduction to
malware analysis. I'd recommend it to anyone who wants to dissect Windows malware.”--Ilfak
Guilfanov, Creator of IDA Pro“. . . a great introduction to malware analysis. All chapters contain
detailed technical explanations and hands-on lab exercises to get you immediate exposure to
real malware.”--Sebastian Porst, Google Software Engineer“. . . brings reverse engineering to
readers of all skill levels. Technically rich and accessible, the labs will lead you to a deeper
understanding of the art and science of reverse engineering. I strongly recommend this book for
beginners and experts alike.”--Danny Quist, PhD, Founder of Offensive Computing“If you only
read one malware book or are looking to break into the world of malware analysis, this is the



book to get.”--Patrick Engbretson, IA Professor at Dakota State University and Author of The
Basics of Hacking and Pen Testing“. . . an excellent addition to the course materials for an
advanced graduate level course on Software Security or Intrusion Detection Systems. The labs
are especially useful to students in teaching the methods to reverse engineer, analyze and
understand malicious software.”--Sal Stolfo, Professor, Columbia UniversityReview"A hands-on
introduction to malware analysis. I'd recommend it to anyone who wants to dissect Windows
malware."—Ilfak Guilfanov, Creator of IDA Pro"The book every malware analyst should keep
handy."—Richard Bejtlich, CSO of Mandiant & Founder of TaoSecurity"This book does exactly
what it promises on the cover; it's crammed with detail and has an intensely practical approach,
but it's well organised enough that you can keep it around as handy reference."—Mary
Branscombe, ZDNet"If you're starting out in malware analysis, or if you are are coming to
analysis from another discipline, I'd recommend having a nose."—Paul Baccas, Naked Security
from Sophos"An excellent crash course in malware analysis."—Dino Dai Zovi, Independent
Security Consultant"The most comprehensive guide to analysis of malware, offering detailed
coverage of all the essential skills required to understand the specific challenges presented by
modern malware."—Chris Eagle, Senior Lecturer of Computer Science at the Naval
Postgraduate School"A great introduction to malware analysis. All chapters contain detailed
technical explanations and hands-on lab exercises to get you immediate exposure to real
malware."—Sebastian Porst, Google Software Engineer"Brings reverse engineering to readers
of all skill levels. Technically rich and accessible, the labs will lead you to a deeper
understanding of the art and science of reverse engineering. I strongly recommend this book for
beginners and experts alike. I strongly believe this will become the defacto text for learning
malware analysis in the future."—Danny Quist, PhD, Founder of Offensive Computing“An
awesome book. . . written by knowledgeable authors who possess the rare gift of being able to
communicate their knowledge through the written word.”—Richard Austin, IEEE Cipher"If you
only read one malware book or are looking to break into the world of malware analysis, this is the
book to get."—Patrick Engebretson, IA Professor at Dakota State University and Author of The
Basics of Hacking and Pen Testing"An excellent addition to the course materials for an
advanced graduate level course on Software Security or Intrusion Detection Systems. The labs
are especially useful to students in teaching the methods to reverse engineer, analyze and
understand malicious software."—Sal Stolfo, Professor, Columbia University"The explanation of
the tools is clear, the presentation of the process is lucid, and the actual detective work
fascinating. All presented clearly and hitting just the right level so that developers with no
previous experience in this particular area can participate fully. Highly recommended."—Dr.
Dobb's"This book is like having your very own personal malware analysis teacher without the
expensive training costs."—Dustin Schultz, TheXploit"I highly recommend this book to anyone
looking to get their feet wet in malware analysis or just looking for a good desktop reference on
the subject."—Pete Arzamendi, 403 Labs“I do not see how anyone who has hands-on
responsibility for security of Windows systems can rationalize not being familiar with these



tools.”—Stephen Northcutt, SANS Institute"Practical Malware Analysis is another book that
should be within reaching distance in anyone’s DFIR shop. I went ahead and purchased PMA
hoping the book would improve my knowledge and skills when faced with malware. What I
ended up with was knowledge, a process and tools I can use to analyze any program I
encounter. PMA gets a five star review (5 out of 5)."—Journey Into Incident Response“Highly
recommend it to those looking to enter the malware analysis field.”—Linux Ninja"If you are a
beginner to this hacking field, then this book will be an excellent choice for you."—Hackerzzz"I
cannot recommend it enough."—Tony Robinson, Security BoulevardAbout the AuthorMichael
Sikorski is a malware analyst, researcher, and security consultant at Mandiant. His previous
employers include the National Security Agency and MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Mike frequently
teaches malware analysis to a variety of audiences including the FBI and Black Hat.Andrew
Honig is an Information Assurance Expert for the Department of Defense. He teaches courses
on software analysis, reverse engineering, and Windows system programming. Andy is publicly
credited with several zero-day exploits in VMware's virtualization products.Read more
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Microsoft Windows Repair BookRemove Viruses and Passwords in Minutes!!Plus: How to Reset
Any Computer to Factory Default Condition by Manufacturer!BEANIE L. YVONNECopyright ©
2014 by Nexus Supply Consortium, IncAll rights reserved. This book or any portion thereofmay
not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoeverwithout the express written permission of
the publisherexcept for the use of brief quotations in a book reviewAll Rights ReservedTo Betty
Allen, my friend and companion………..ContentsIntroductionImportant Symbols &
NotesChapter 1Understanding Computer VirusesCommon Types of Computer InfectionsHow to
Best Protect Your ComputerChapter SummaryChapter 2Network SecurityChanging Windows
Passwords (Logged in)Remove Windows Passwords (Can't Login)Chapter SummaryChapter
3Effective Methods of Removing ClutterStep by Step Instructions on Virus RemovalHow to
Configure Computer Security SettingsChanging Browser SettingsChapter SummaryChapter
4Master Reset by Model a.k.a Scorched EarthAcer & AsusCompaq & DellEMachines &
HPToshiba & LenovoChapter SummaryChapter 5Step by Step guide to reinstalling your version
of WindowsDownloading and Installing optional programsTweaking Your ComputerFree Product
Key FindersChapter SummaryChapter 6Windows Repair Files (All Languages)Optional
Program Files and WebsitesGlossary of Computer TermsBibliographyIntroduction“Knowledge is
a powerful weapon - especially in times of ignorance”M. YaminiComputers are an integral part of
our daily lives, interwoven in the very fabric of our existence. For the vast majority of the
population, there are no parts of our lives that a computer doesn’t touch or will never touch.
Today’s 21st century hacker is more relentless than ever before, capable of dealing crippling
blows to entire networks. Having a strong password protected system and antivirus program can
help to minimize the risks of security breaches. Many times, in an attempt to make our networks
as safe as possible, we create random passwords that are often forgotten or misplaced.This
book will guide you through the simple steps of: removing any Windows password, optimizing
your version of Windows, and if necessary, restoring your computer to the factory condition in
which you first purchased it. There are occasions when a complete software wipe and reinstall
are the only options available. This is especially true if a computer virus has lived with you in
disharmony for an extended period of time. Computer viruses can become so dug in that a clean
wipe is suggested and highly recommended. We like to call that scenario, “Scorched Earth,”
when the only viable solution is to “nuke” the hard drive with a clean format and perform a fresh
install of Windows.Did you know that most of the software used by professionals is actually free?
All software as well as the easy step by step instructions are contained within this book, and free
of charge. After finishing this book I promise you’ll be heading to the closet to pull out and fix all
those PC’s that were stuffed away over the years. I wrote this book to spread the knowledge of
computer repair to the D.I.Y person. It should never cost anyone a fortune, especially in this
economy, to have a virus or password removed by a repair facility- but it does. See for yourself at
Best Buy’s and then rest assured that you have chosen the right book. And now, without further



Ado – let’s begin.Important Symbols & NotesWhen reading this book, it is important to recognize
the various symbols used throughout and what each icon means:•To advance to the next
chapter use ► for Kindle versions or for Apple versions•To go back to the previous chapter use 
for Kindle versions or for Apple versions•To go to a certain place in the reading or website, click
on the hyperlinked word•To return from the hyperlinked destination, click on ›•Each chapter
heading takes you back to the Content page•All chapters are hyperlinked, making it easy to skip
backwards or forwardsChapter 1:Understanding Computer Viruses ►Ever since the beginning
of the computer era, for both home and office, there has been a never-ending battle between
sophisticated hackers and the PC (personal computer) end user. A computer virus or simply
“virus” begins with a program code made to complete many simple yet damaging tasks. The
code is a type of Malware that, when executed, replicates by inserting copies of its program (like
a human virus) into all existing programs, files, and even the boot section of the hard drive. One
of primary goals of a computer hacker is to gain access to important information, whether stored
or typed, about the end user's financial records and/or passwords. Other purposes for which
viruses are spread into unsuspecting computer system may be for political reasons or just
simply to create havoc upon operating systems.Computer hackers or “hackers” often search for
vulnerabilities that may exist within an operating system to exploit and gain access to
confidential information. As a matter of fact, commercial networking computer systems make up
the large majority of attacks. As recently as the last quarter of 2013, Target Corporation, which is
a clothing store chain, was hacked and over 110 million customer's had their name, address,
and email login names and passwords stolen right from the corporate database. As you can see,
even the large corporations are not exempt from computer virus attacks that can cripple entire
networks. There are no such things as fully protected computer systems that are hacker-proof,
no matter how hard we try, there are always exploitable loopholes. Microsoft understands that
and this is why so many different vulnerability patches are sent to its end user by way of security
updates.. Windows updates are issued to fix security flaws that cyber criminals could exploit to
gain access through a backdoor into your computer system. Updates alone can't protect your
operating system from attacks; you should have an active firewall as well as a secondary source
of protection such as an antivirus program in place. A virus will mask its presence upon gaining
entry by essentially fooling the antivirus program and terminating its ability to update the virus
definition database.Computer viruses can reside in some of the most hidden spaces in any
operating system such as links, boot sectors, any file folder, email attachments, and even
memory modules. Chances are if you have a suspicion that your computer is running slow or you
are having pop-ups with ads then you probably do have a virus. A regular side effect of an
infection is having a much slower than typical program execution when you click on a file. Then
again, there might be different explanations behind a delayed response, including a hard drive
that needs defragmentation, a computer that needs more memory (RAM), or the presence of
more than one antivirus program conflicting. Having said that, no existing antivirus program will
make your computer 100% secure; IT security specialists are always looking for better



approaches to tackle the current and emerging threats that may exist.One method of hunting for
current viruses within a computer network is by compiling a database of all known virus names
and attributes. A capability accomplished automatically by installing a good antivirus program
like . There are several other antivirus programs that work just as good, a link to those programs
are here. A good rule of thumb is that there should only be one antivirus program running at a
time providing real time protection. The logic behind this principle is that having two or more
antivirus programs running at the same time will only slow your overall computer's performance.
By scanning and rescanning the same files, having multiple real time antivirus programs will
hinder the computer’s ability to efficiently protect itself.Antivirus programs are tasked with
scanning documents and monitoring for suspicious activity that may be running in the
background behind the scenes. If one antivirus program scans a file and then releases it, then
the next antivirus program will scan that same file again – and so on and so on. Scanning a
document multiple times may effectively cause your computer to use too much of its allocated
CPU (Central Processing Unit) processing power while creating all sorts of unnecessary
program hangups. The worst case scenario arising from a CPU running at full speed constantly
is that the computer will run hot and begin to overheat the tiny chips contained within the
motherboard. The computer's fan is meant to aid in keeping vital components from reaching
critical temperatures, but the miniature cooling fans have their limitations. A computer infected
with a virus will almost always raise the CPU usage to critical levels, sometimes even causing
the infamous “blue screen of death.”Common Types of Computer InfectionsA computer virus will
most certainly thrive in a computer host that doesn’t have a strong defensive protocol. The most
common types of computer infections are: Trojans, Botnets, Web Browser, and Scareware. All of
which only represent the smallest fraction of computer viruses circulating around the internet
today. All viruses are bad and are made with a specific function or task to accomplish. There are,
however, some computer viruses that are much worse than others.Trojans, for example, run on
systems with the least amount of obstruction to your day to day activities, making this particular
virus harder to detect. The basic nature of a Trojan is that it gives the appearance of a harmless
program. However, it's au contraire Mon Cheri.....quite the opposite! Once this nasty bugger gets
into your computer and dug in, it could cause all sorts of irreparable damage before you could
even blink. A Trojan is basically a backdoor, establishing a link between hacker and your
computer from a remote location. Trojans by nature do not replicate themselves, but when active
they implement malicious code that can cause the computer to run slower. Computer end users
are often tricked into opening email attachments and by clicking on links within websites that
contain the virus code. The main purpose of the Trojan is data theft or data corruption. There are
other signs and symptoms of a Trojan such as: blue screen crashing (a.k.a blue screen of
death), destroying and corrupting data, keystroke capturing, webcam viewing, and denial of
service to websites.Botnets (a.k.a zombie computers) are computers that have been taken over,
doing the bidding of the remote hacker without you even suspecting it. Once your computer is
compromised it is added to a collective of other computers that have also been infected, acting



as one large network. The zombie controlled network of computers can now reach out to other
non-infected computers and servers by way of email, invites, or just by being connected to an
unsecured networking system. The best defense is a good offense. You should never open email
attachments from unknown sources and scan email attachments with good antivirus software
from sources you do know.Scareware is a computer virus designed to trick the unsuspecting
user into thinking they are infected with a virus and offers a program for protection. Now this is
where it becomes interesting because if you click to close out the fake message then that will
actually prompt the program to launch. Many people have been duped into actually purchasing
these fake antivirus programs, providing their valuable information for the cyber criminals to
steal. Scareware has become quite good these days at looking very official, just like the real
thing. However, you should never buy an antivirus program without knowing the source, which
can be easily verified by customer's reviews. Taking certain precautions like having an active
firewall in place, making sure all Windows updates are current, having a strong real time
antivirus program, and perform frequent personal password changes can save you a lot of down
time and headaches.Web Browser Virus a.k.a Browser Hijacking Virus attacks internet access
browsers (i.e. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Mozilla, and Google Chrome). Web browser viruses
redirect the computer user from the originally requested website to an advertised website,
generating revenues by redirecting internet traffic forcefully. Oftentimes the unsuspecting person
downloads the virus with is contained in a software package that the user wishes to install.
When the user downloads the file and begins to install the program, the user often chooses to
add various toolbars that actually house the virus. There are some pretty good antivirus
programs out there that have named many of the hijacking search toolbars used in the internet
redirecting scheme. A few of these toolbars that have been flagged as being potentially
malicious are: Cool Web Search, Conduit Search, and Babylon Search. The best remedy for
unintentional installations of unnecessary programs is to thoroughly read the options being
presented. You should never just click, click, and click to advance the installation process nor
should you always choose express installation. It is advisable to take your time when installing a
program and choose custom installation so that you can uncheck any box authorizing unwanted
programs.How to Best Protect Your ComputerWith the advent of Digital Subscriber Line (DSL),
risks of computer security breaches have risen. DSL allows a computer to remain connected to
the internet 24hrs a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days per year. This, of course, gives the hacker
plenty of time to work on getting into your computer's files while you sleep. That being said, by
developing safe habits you can minimize the risks of having data stolen and files corrupted. Here
are a few suggestions:•Turning off your computer while not in use will leave a smaller window of
opportunity for a hacker to gain access•Perform regular windows update (How to ) ›•Perform
regular antivirus scans•Ensure Windows is up and running•Change your passwords monthly
with a combination of numbers, letters, and symbols•Never open email attachments from
anyone that you don't know•Scan all attachments before opening email from people you do
knowMicrosoft Windows Repair BookRemove Viruses and Passwords in Minutes!!Plus: How to



Reset Any Computer to Factory Default Condition by Manufacturer!BEANIE L.
YVONNEMicrosoft Windows Repair BookRemove Viruses and Passwords in Minutes!!Plus:
How to Reset Any Computer to Factory Default Condition by Manufacturer!BEANIE L.
YVONNECopyright © 2014 by Nexus Supply Consortium, IncAll rights reserved. This book or
any portion thereofmay not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoeverwithout the
express written permission of the publisherexcept for the use of brief quotations in a book
reviewAll Rights ReservedCopyright © 2014 by Nexus Supply Consortium, IncAll rights
reserved. This book or any portion thereofmay not be reproduced or used in any manner
whatsoever without the express written permission of the publisherexcept for the use of brief
quotations in a book reviewAll Rights ReservedTo Betty Allen, my friend and
companion………..To Betty Allen, my friend and
companion………..ContentsIntroductionImportant Symbols & NotesChapter 1Understanding
Computer VirusesCommon Types of Computer InfectionsHow to Best Protect Your
ComputerChapter SummaryChapter 2Network SecurityChanging Windows Passwords (Logged
in)Remove Windows Passwords (Can't Login)Chapter SummaryChapter 3Effective Methods of
Removing ClutterStep by Step Instructions on Virus RemovalHow to Configure Computer
Security SettingsChanging Browser SettingsChapter SummaryChapter 4Master Reset by Model
a.k.a Scorched EarthAcer & AsusCompaq & DellEMachines & HPToshiba & LenovoChapter
SummaryChapter 5Step by Step guide to reinstalling your version of WindowsDownloading and
Installing optional programsTweaking Your ComputerFree Product Key FindersChapter
SummaryChapter 6Windows Repair Files (All Languages)Optional Program Files and
WebsitesGlossary of Computer TermsBibliographyContentsIntroductionImportant Symbols &
NotesChapter 1Understanding Computer VirusesCommon Types of Computer InfectionsHow to
Best Protect Your Computer Chapter SummaryChapter 2Network SecurityChanging Windows
Passwords (Logged in)Remove Windows Passwords (Can't Login)Chapter SummaryChapter
3Effective Methods of Removing ClutterStep by Step Instructions on Virus RemovalHow to
Configure Computer Security SettingsChanging Browser SettingsChapter SummaryChapter
4Master Reset by Model a.k.a Scorched EarthAcer & AsusCompaq & DellEMachines &
HPToshiba & LenovoChapter SummaryChapter 5Step by Step guide to reinstalling your version
of WindowsDownloading and Installing optional programsTweaking Your ComputerFree Product
Key FindersChapter SummaryChapter 6Windows Repair Files (All Languages)Optional
Program Files and WebsitesGlossary of Computer TermsBibliographyIntroduction“Knowledge is
a powerful weapon - especially in times of ignorance”M. YaminiComputers are an integral part of
our daily lives, interwoven in the very fabric of our existence. For the vast majority of the
population, there are no parts of our lives that a computer doesn’t touch or will never touch.
Today’s 21st century hacker is more relentless than ever before, capable of dealing crippling
blows to entire networks. Having a strong password protected system and antivirus program can
help to minimize the risks of security breaches. Many times, in an attempt to make our networks
as safe as possible, we create random passwords that are often forgotten or misplaced.This



book will guide you through the simple steps of: removing any Windows password, optimizing
your version of Windows, and if necessary, restoring your computer to the factory condition in
which you first purchased it. There are occasions when a complete software wipe and reinstall
are the only options available. This is especially true if a computer virus has lived with you in
disharmony for an extended period of time. Computer viruses can become so dug in that a clean
wipe is suggested and highly recommended. We like to call that scenario, “Scorched Earth,”
when the only viable solution is to “nuke” the hard drive with a clean format and perform a fresh
install of Windows.Did you know that most of the software used by professionals is actually free?
All software as well as the easy step by step instructions are contained within this book, and free
of charge. After finishing this book I promise you’ll be heading to the closet to pull out and fix all
those PC’s that were stuffed away over the years. I wrote this book to spread the knowledge of
computer repair to the D.I.Y person. It should never cost anyone a fortune, especially in this
economy, to have a virus or password removed by a repair facility- but it does. See for yourself at
Best Buy’s and then rest assured that you have chosen the right book. And now, without further
Ado – let’s begin.Introduction“Knowledge is a powerful weapon - especially in times of
ignorance”M. YaminiComputers are an integral part of our daily lives, interwoven in the very
fabric of our existence. For the vast majority of the population, there are no parts of our lives that
a computer doesn’t touch or will never touch. Today’s 21st century hacker is more relentless
than ever before, capable of dealing crippling blows to entire networks. Having a strong
password protected system and antivirus program can help to minimize the risks of security
breaches. Many times, in an attempt to make our networks as safe as possible, we create
random passwords that are often forgotten or misplaced. This book will guide you through the
simple steps of: removing any Windows password, optimizing your version of Windows, and if
necessary, restoring your computer to the factory condition in which you first purchased it. There
are occasions when a complete software wipe and reinstall are the only options available. This is
especially true if a computer virus has lived with you in disharmony for an extended period of
time. Computer viruses can become so dug in that a clean wipe is suggested and highly
recommended. We like to call that scenario, “Scorched Earth,” when the only viable solution is to
“nuke” the hard drive with a clean format and perform a fresh install of Windows. Did you know
that most of the software used by professionals is actually free? All software as well as the easy
step by step instructions are contained within this book, and free of charge. After finishing this
book I promise you’ll be heading to the closet to pull out and fix all those PC’s that were stuffed
away over the years. I wrote this book to spread the knowledge of computer repair to the D.I.Y
person. It should never cost anyone a fortune, especially in this economy, to have a virus or
password removed by a repair facility- but it does. See for yourself at Best Buy’s and then rest
assured that you have chosen the right book. And now, without further Ado – let’s
begin.Important Symbols & NotesWhen reading this book, it is important to recognize the
various symbols used throughout and what each icon means:•To advance to the next chapter
use ► for Kindle versions or for Apple versions•To go back to the previous chapter use  for



Kindle versions or for Apple versions•To go to a certain place in the reading or website, click on
the hyperlinked word•To return from the hyperlinked destination, click on ›•Each chapter heading
takes you back to the Content page•All chapters are hyperlinked, making it easy to skip
backwards or forwardsImportant Symbols & NotesWhen reading this book, it is important to
recognize the various symbols used throughout and what each icon means:•To advance to the
next chapter use ► for Kindle versions or for Apple versions•To go back to the previous chapter
use  for Kindle versions or for Apple versions•To go to a certain place in the reading or website,
click on the hyperlinked word•To return from the hyperlinked destination, click on ›•Each chapter
heading takes you back to the Content page•All chapters are hyperlinked, making it easy to skip
backwards or forwardsChapter 1:Understanding Computer Viruses ►Ever since the beginning
of the computer era, for both home and office, there has been a never-ending battle between
sophisticated hackers and the PC (personal computer) end user. A computer virus or simply
“virus” begins with a program code made to complete many simple yet damaging tasks. The
code is a type of Malware that, when executed, replicates by inserting copies of its program (like
a human virus) into all existing programs, files, and even the boot section of the hard drive. One
of primary goals of a computer hacker is to gain access to important information, whether stored
or typed, about the end user's financial records and/or passwords. Other purposes for which
viruses are spread into unsuspecting computer system may be for political reasons or just
simply to create havoc upon operating systems.Computer hackers or “hackers” often search for
vulnerabilities that may exist within an operating system to exploit and gain access to
confidential information. As a matter of fact, commercial networking computer systems make up
the large majority of attacks. As recently as the last quarter of 2013, Target Corporation, which is
a clothing store chain, was hacked and over 110 million customer's had their name, address,
and email login names and passwords stolen right from the corporate database. As you can see,
even the large corporations are not exempt from computer virus attacks that can cripple entire
networks. There are no such things as fully protected computer systems that are hacker-proof,
no matter how hard we try, there are always exploitable loopholes. Microsoft understands that
and this is why so many different vulnerability patches are sent to its end user by way of security
updates.. Windows updates are issued to fix security flaws that cyber criminals could exploit to
gain access through a backdoor into your computer system. Updates alone can't protect your
operating system from attacks; you should have an active firewall as well as a secondary source
of protection such as an antivirus program in place. A virus will mask its presence upon gaining
entry by essentially fooling the antivirus program and terminating its ability to update the virus
definition database.Computer viruses can reside in some of the most hidden spaces in any
operating system such as links, boot sectors, any file folder, email attachments, and even
memory modules. Chances are if you have a suspicion that your computer is running slow or you
are having pop-ups with ads then you probably do have a virus. A regular side effect of an
infection is having a much slower than typical program execution when you click on a file. Then
again, there might be different explanations behind a delayed response, including a hard drive



that needs defragmentation, a computer that needs more memory (RAM), or the presence of
more than one antivirus program conflicting. Having said that, no existing antivirus program will
make your computer 100% secure; IT security specialists are always looking for better
approaches to tackle the current and emerging threats that may exist.One method of hunting for
current viruses within a computer network is by compiling a database of all known virus names
and attributes. A capability accomplished automatically by installing a good antivirus program
like . There are several other antivirus programs that work just as good, a link to those programs
are here. A good rule of thumb is that there should only be one antivirus program running at a
time providing real time protection. The logic behind this principle is that having two or more
antivirus programs running at the same time will only slow your overall computer's performance.
By scanning and rescanning the same files, having multiple real time antivirus programs will
hinder the computer’s ability to efficiently protect itself.Antivirus programs are tasked with
scanning documents and monitoring for suspicious activity that may be running in the
background behind the scenes. If one antivirus program scans a file and then releases it, then
the next antivirus program will scan that same file again – and so on and so on. Scanning a
document multiple times may effectively cause your computer to use too much of its allocated
CPU (Central Processing Unit) processing power while creating all sorts of unnecessary
program hangups. The worst case scenario arising from a CPU running at full speed constantly
is that the computer will run hot and begin to overheat the tiny chips contained within the
motherboard. The computer's fan is meant to aid in keeping vital components from reaching
critical temperatures, but the miniature cooling fans have their limitations. A computer infected
with a virus will almost always raise the CPU usage to critical levels, sometimes even causing
the infamous “blue screen of death.”Common Types of Computer InfectionsA computer virus will
most certainly thrive in a computer host that doesn’t have a strong defensive protocol. The most
common types of computer infections are: Trojans, Botnets, Web Browser, and Scareware. All of
which only represent the smallest fraction of computer viruses circulating around the internet
today. All viruses are bad and are made with a specific function or task to accomplish. There are,
however, some computer viruses that are much worse than others.Trojans, for example, run on
systems with the least amount of obstruction to your day to day activities, making this particular
virus harder to detect. The basic nature of a Trojan is that it gives the appearance of a harmless
program. However, it's au contraire Mon Cheri.....quite the opposite! Once this nasty bugger gets
into your computer and dug in, it could cause all sorts of irreparable damage before you could
even blink. A Trojan is basically a backdoor, establishing a link between hacker and your
computer from a remote location. Trojans by nature do not replicate themselves, but when active
they implement malicious code that can cause the computer to run slower. Computer end users
are often tricked into opening email attachments and by clicking on links within websites that
contain the virus code. The main purpose of the Trojan is data theft or data corruption. There are
other signs and symptoms of a Trojan such as: blue screen crashing (a.k.a blue screen of
death), destroying and corrupting data, keystroke capturing, webcam viewing, and denial of



service to websites.Botnets (a.k.a zombie computers) are computers that have been taken over,
doing the bidding of the remote hacker without you even suspecting it. Once your computer is
compromised it is added to a collective of other computers that have also been infected, acting
as one large network. The zombie controlled network of computers can now reach out to other
non-infected computers and servers by way of email, invites, or just by being connected to an
unsecured networking system. The best defense is a good offense. You should never open email
attachments from unknown sources and scan email attachments with good antivirus software
from sources you do know.Scareware is a computer virus designed to trick the unsuspecting
user into thinking they are infected with a virus and offers a program for protection. Now this is
where it becomes interesting because if you click to close out the fake message then that will
actually prompt the program to launch. Many people have been duped into actually purchasing
these fake antivirus programs, providing their valuable information for the cyber criminals to
steal. Scareware has become quite good these days at looking very official, just like the real
thing. However, you should never buy an antivirus program without knowing the source, which
can be easily verified by customer's reviews. Taking certain precautions like having an active
firewall in place, making sure all Windows updates are current, having a strong real time
antivirus program, and perform frequent personal password changes can save you a lot of down
time and headaches.Web Browser Virus a.k.a Browser Hijacking Virus attacks internet access
browsers (i.e. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Mozilla, and Google Chrome). Web browser viruses
redirect the computer user from the originally requested website to an advertised website,
generating revenues by redirecting internet traffic forcefully. Oftentimes the unsuspecting person
downloads the virus with is contained in a software package that the user wishes to install.
When the user downloads the file and begins to install the program, the user often chooses to
add various toolbars that actually house the virus. There are some pretty good antivirus
programs out there that have named many of the hijacking search toolbars used in the internet
redirecting scheme. A few of these toolbars that have been flagged as being potentially
malicious are: Cool Web Search, Conduit Search, and Babylon Search. The best remedy for
unintentional installations of unnecessary programs is to thoroughly read the options being
presented. You should never just click, click, and click to advance the installation process nor
should you always choose express installation. It is advisable to take your time when installing a
program and choose custom installation so that you can uncheck any box authorizing unwanted
programs.How to Best Protect Your ComputerWith the advent of Digital Subscriber Line (DSL),
risks of computer security breaches have risen. DSL allows a computer to remain connected to
the internet 24hrs a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days per year. This, of course, gives the hacker
plenty of time to work on getting into your computer's files while you sleep. That being said, by
developing safe habits you can minimize the risks of having data stolen and files corrupted. Here
are a few suggestions:•Turning off your computer while not in use will leave a smaller window of
opportunity for a hacker to gain access•Perform regular windows update (How to ) ›•Perform
regular antivirus scans•Ensure Windows is up and running•Change your passwords monthly



with a combination of numbers, letters, and symbols•Never open email attachments from
anyone that you don't know•Scan all attachments before opening email from people you do
knowChapter 1:Understanding Computer Viruses ►Ever since the beginning of the computer
era, for both home and office, there has been a never-ending battle between sophisticated
hackers and the PC (personal computer) end user. A computer virus or simply “virus” begins
with a program code made to complete many simple yet damaging tasks. The code is a type of
Malware that, when executed, replicates by inserting copies of its program (like a human virus)
into all existing programs, files, and even the boot section of the hard drive. One of primary goals
of a computer hacker is to gain access to important information, whether stored or typed, about
the end user's financial records and/or passwords. Other purposes for which viruses are spread
into unsuspecting computer system may be for political reasons or just simply to create havoc
upon operating systems.Computer hackers or “hackers” often search for vulnerabilities that may
exist within an operating system to exploit and gain access to confidential information. As a
matter of fact, commercial networking computer systems make up the large majority of attacks.
As recently as the last quarter of 2013, Target Corporation, which is a clothing store chain, was
hacked and over 110 million customer's had their name, address, and email login names and
passwords stolen right from the corporate database. As you can see, even the large
corporations are not exempt from computer virus attacks that can cripple entire networks. There
are no such things as fully protected computer systems that are hacker-proof, no matter how
hard we try, there are always exploitable loopholes. Microsoft understands that and this is why
so many different vulnerability patches are sent to its end user by way of security updates..
Windows updates are issued to fix security flaws that cyber criminals could exploit to gain
access through a backdoor into your computer system. Updates alone can't protect your
operating system from attacks; you should have an active firewall as well as a secondary source
of protection such as an antivirus program in place. A virus will mask its presence upon gaining
entry by essentially fooling the antivirus program and terminating its ability to update the virus
definition database. Computer viruses can reside in some of the most hidden spaces in any
operating system such as links, boot sectors, any file folder, email attachments, and even
memory modules. Chances are if you have a suspicion that your computer is running slow or you
are having pop-ups with ads then you probably do have a virus. A regular side effect of an
infection is having a much slower than typical program execution when you click on a file. Then
again, there might be different explanations behind a delayed response, including a hard drive
that needs defragmentation, a computer that needs more memory (RAM), or the presence of
more than one antivirus program conflicting. Having said that, no existing antivirus program will
make your computer 100% secure; IT security specialists are always looking for better
approaches to tackle the current and emerging threats that may exist. One method of hunting for
current viruses within a computer network is by compiling a database of all known virus names
and attributes. A capability accomplished automatically by installing a good antivirus program
like . There are several other antivirus programs that work just as good, a link to those programs



are here. A good rule of thumb is that there should only be one antivirus program running at a
time providing real time protection. The logic behind this principle is that having two or more
antivirus programs running at the same time will only slow your overall computer's performance.
By scanning and rescanning the same files, having multiple real time antivirus programs will
hinder the computer’s ability to efficiently protect itself.Antivirus programs are tasked with
scanning documents and monitoring for suspicious activity that may be running in the
background behind the scenes. If one antivirus program scans a file and then releases it, then
the next antivirus program will scan that same file again – and so on and so on. Scanning a
document multiple times may effectively cause your computer to use too much of its allocated
CPU (Central Processing Unit) processing power while creating all sorts of unnecessary
program hangups. The worst case scenario arising from a CPU running at full speed constantly
is that the computer will run hot and begin to overheat the tiny chips contained within the
motherboard. The computer's fan is meant to aid in keeping vital components from reaching
critical temperatures, but the miniature cooling fans have their limitations. A computer infected
with a virus will almost always raise the CPU usage to critical levels, sometimes even causing
the infamous “blue screen of death.”Common Types of Computer InfectionsA computer virus will
most certainly thrive in a computer host that doesn’t have a strong defensive protocol. The most
common types of computer infections are: Trojans, Botnets, Web Browser, and Scareware. All of
which only represent the smallest fraction of computer viruses circulating around the internet
today. All viruses are bad and are made with a specific function or task to accomplish. There are,
however, some computer viruses that are much worse than others.Trojans, for example, run on
systems with the least amount of obstruction to your day to day activities, making this particular
virus harder to detect. The basic nature of a Trojan is that it gives the appearance of a harmless
program. However, it's au contraire Mon Cheri.....quite the opposite! Once this nasty bugger gets
into your computer and dug in, it could cause all sorts of irreparable damage before you could
even blink. A Trojan is basically a backdoor, establishing a link between hacker and your
computer from a remote location. Trojans by nature do not replicate themselves, but when active
they implement malicious code that can cause the computer to run slower. Computer end users
are often tricked into opening email attachments and by clicking on links within websites that
contain the virus code. The main purpose of the Trojan is data theft or data corruption. There are
other signs and symptoms of a Trojan such as: blue screen crashing (a.k.a blue screen of
death), destroying and corrupting data, keystroke capturing, webcam viewing, and denial of
service to websites.Botnets (a.k.a zombie computers) are computers that have been taken over,
doing the bidding of the remote hacker without you even suspecting it. Once your computer is
compromised it is added to a collective of other computers that have also been infected, acting
as one large network. The zombie controlled network of computers can now reach out to other
non-infected computers and servers by way of email, invites, or just by being connected to an
unsecured networking system. The best defense is a good offense. You should never open email
attachments from unknown sources and scan email attachments with good antivirus software



from sources you do know.Scareware is a computer virus designed to trick the unsuspecting
user into thinking they are infected with a virus and offers a program for protection. Now this is
where it becomes interesting because if you click to close out the fake message then that will
actually prompt the program to launch. Many people have been duped into actually purchasing
these fake antivirus programs, providing their valuable information for the cyber criminals to
steal. Scareware has become quite good these days at looking very official, just like the real
thing. However, you should never buy an antivirus program without knowing the source, which
can be easily verified by customer's reviews. Taking certain precautions like having an active
firewall in place, making sure all Windows updates are current, having a strong real time
antivirus program, and perform frequent personal password changes can save you a lot of down
time and headaches.Web Browser Virus a.k.a Browser Hijacking Virus attacks internet access
browsers (i.e. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Mozilla, and Google Chrome). Web browser viruses
redirect the computer user from the originally requested website to an advertised website,
generating revenues by redirecting internet traffic forcefully. Oftentimes the unsuspecting person
downloads the virus with is contained in a software package that the user wishes to install.
When the user downloads the file and begins to install the program, the user often chooses to
add various toolbars that actually house the virus. There are some pretty good antivirus
programs out there that have named many of the hijacking search toolbars used in the internet
redirecting scheme. A few of these toolbars that have been flagged as being potentially
malicious are: Cool Web Search, Conduit Search, and Babylon Search. The best remedy for
unintentional installations of unnecessary programs is to thoroughly read the options being
presented. You should never just click, click, and click to advance the installation process nor
should you always choose express installation. It is advisable to take your time when installing a
program and choose custom installation so that you can uncheck any box authorizing unwanted
programs.How to Best Protect Your ComputerWith the advent of Digital Subscriber Line (DSL),
risks of computer security breaches have risen. DSL allows a computer to remain connected to
the internet 24hrs a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days per year. This, of course, gives the hacker
plenty of time to work on getting into your computer's files while you sleep. That being said, by
developing safe habits you can minimize the risks of having data stolen and files corrupted. Here
are a few suggestions:•Turning off your computer while not in use will leave a smaller window of
opportunity for a hacker to gain access•Perform regular windows update (How to ) ›•Perform
regular antivirus scans•Ensure Windows is up and running•Change your passwords monthly
with a combination of numbers, letters, and symbols•Never open email attachments from
anyone that you don't know•Scan all attachments before opening email from people you do know
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